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Synopsis 

The effect of orientation on the low-strain mechanical properties, dielectric relaxation, and thermal 
expansivity of poly(buty1ene terephthalate) has been studied. The a relaxation at 5OoC (1 Hz), 
which involves large-scale chain motion in the amorphous regions, is reduced in magnitude and shifted 
to higher temperature after drawing. In contrast, the localized motions of the carbonyl and glycol 
groups associated with the process a t  -9OOC (1 Hz) is not much affected by orientation. A t  low 
temperature, a large difference along and normal to the draw direction is observed for both Young’s 
modulus and thermal expansivity. The anisotropy, however, diminishes with increasing temperature 
and becomes nearly zero above the a relaxation. This feature can be understood on the basis of the 
Takayanagi model. 

Introduction 

Although poly(buty1ene terephthalate) (PBT) has become one of the most 
important engineering thermoplastics in recent years, there have been relatively 
few studies of the physical properties of this polymer. Early investigations1s2 
of the molecular motion by dynamic mechanical measurements reveal two re- 
laxations. The a relaxation at  50°C (1 Hz) has been associated with the 
micro-Brownian motions of the chains in the amorphous regions whereas the 
@ relaxation a t  -9OOC (1 Hz) involves more restricted motions of the carbonyl 
group and glycol residue. Recently, Chang and Slagowski3 studied the effect 
of crystallinity and glass fiber reinforcement on the dynamic mechanical be- 
havior, and found that the magnitude of both the a and /3 relaxations decreases 
with increasing crystallinity, indicating that the limited motions of the carbonyl 
and glycol groups occur a t  least partly in the amorphous regions. Dielectric 
relaxation techniques@ have also been used to study molecular motion in PBT. 
In particular, It0 and KobayashF have investigated the effect of water absorption 
on the /3 relaxation. 

Apart from the study by Ward et al.7 on the tensile stress-strain behavior of 
oriented fibers of PBT, there has been no systematic investigation of the effect 
of orientation on the physical properties. To fill this gap, we report herein the 
results of our studies on the dynamic mechanical and dielectric behavior and 
the thermal expansivity of oriented PBT. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

Sample Preparation and Characterization 

The PBT used in this study was manufactured by BASF under the trade name 
Ultradur B4500 and was supplied in the form of sheets 3 mm thick. In order 
to prepare samples of different crystallinities, a 0.6 mm thick sheet was melted 
and then quenched in ice water while other sheets were annealed at  200°C for 
36 h. The quenched samples were translucent whereas the as-received and 
annealed samples were opaque. Oriented samples were prepared by drawing 
the as-received sheets (gauge length 4 cm) at  12OOC and a rate of 1 cm-min-l on 
an Instron Tensile Machine. PBT showed necking behavior, and only samples 
of one draw ratio (A = 3.3) were obtained. All samples were stored at  room 
temperature for at  least 2 days before measurements were undertaken. 

The densities of PBT samples were obtained by the flotation method and their 
volume fraction crystallinities x were calculated from the relation 

x = ( P  - P, ) / (Pc  - P a )  

where p, pa, and pc are the densities of the sample, the amorphous regions, and 
the crystalline regions, respectively. Taking pa = 1.280 and pc = 1.396: the 
crystallinities of the quenched, as-received, annealed, and oriented samples were 
found to be 0.1,0.31,0.48, and 0.28 respectively. 

X-Ray Diffraction and Birefringence Measurements 

Wide angle X-ray diffraction photographs were taken in transmission mode 
using a Phillips Camera and filtered CuKa radiation. The birefringence of the 
oriented sample was measured with a Leitz polarizing microscope equiped with 
a tilting compensator. 

Mechanical Measurements 

Dynamical torsional measurement at  1 Hz was carried out on a torsional 
pendulum of the inverted type similar to that of Gray and McCrum.9 Dynamic 
tensile measurements between 5 and 90 Hz were made on a viscoelastic spec- 
trometer (Iwamoto Seisakusho Ltd.). For oriented samples, torsional mea- 
surements were made only about the draw axis whereas tensile measurements 
were made both along and normal to the draw axis. These measurements cov- 
ered the range -170-140OC. 

Ultrasonic measurements at  2.5 MHz were carried out between -7OOC and 
130°C using a liquid tank method similar to that of Rawson and Rider.lo The 
experimental detail has been described in a previous publication.ll All five 
independent moduli, namely, C11, (212, c13, C33, and C44 as well as tan 6 in the 
direction perpendicular to  the draw axis were obtained. 

Dielectric Measurement 

An Ando transformer ratio arm bridge was used in the dielectric relaxation 
measurements at  frequencies ranging from 30 Hz to 1 MHz at temperatures 
between -120°C and 120OC. 
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The complex dielectric constants of oriented PBT were measured both with 
. the electric field parallel and perpendicular to the draw axis. When the electric 

field is perpendicular to the draw axis, the sample is a thin sheet with the draw 
axis lying in the plane of the sheet. For an electric field parallel to the draw axis, 
the sample is prepared by cutting 2 mm wide strips from the oriented PBT sheet 
perpendicualr to the draw direction, then turning through 90°, and placing them 
side by side to achieve the required size. These strips were then tightened by 
cotton threads. Since there are air spaces between the strips, corrections have 
to be made in the calculation of dielectric constants. Details regarding the ex- 
periment and data analysis can be found elsewhere.12 

Thermal Expansivity Measurement 

Thermal expansivity measurements along and normal to the draw axis were 
made between -150°C and 12OOC on a Perkin-Elmer thermomechanical analyzer 
TMS 2 a t  a heating rate of 10 K-min-l. The procedure and data analysis have 
been described in detail previou~ly.'~ The thermal expansivity is physically 
meaningful only if the dimensional changes are reversible. To prevent irre- 
versible thermal shrinkage, the oriented sample was annealed for 1 h a t  125"C, 
i.e., 5OC above the upper temperature limit, before the measurement. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

X-Ray Diffraction and Birefringence 

Although the effect of orientation on the structure of other semicrystalline 
polymers such as polyethylene14 and poly(ethy1ene terephthalate)15J6 has been 
studied in great detail, there is very little information on PBT.17 Analogous to 
other polymers, we expect that the chains in both the crystalline and amorphous 
regions of oriented PBT are preferentially aligned along the draw direction, with 
the chains in the crystalline regions showing a higher degree of orientation. 
There may also be some taut tie-molecules connecting the crystalline blocks. 

It is well establishedlS that, for oriented PBT not under tension, the crystalline 
regions are in the a-form, i.e., the chains are only 86% extended. When the 
sample is stretched about 12% along the draw direction, the crystals transform 
into the @-form, in which the chain is close to its fully extended length. The 
wide-angle X-ray patterns of the isotropic and oriented PBT samples used in 
our study (Fig. 1) reveal that the crystalline regions are in the a-form and there 
is a high degree of chain orientation after drawing. 

The birefringence A of the oriented sample is 0.149. Neglecting form bire- 
fringence, A can be expressed as 

(1) 
where A: and A: are the intrinsic birefringences of the crystalline and amorphous 
regions, respectively, and fc and fa are the crystalline and amosphous orientation 
functions, respectively. Unfortunately, A! and A: for PBT are not known, but, 
for a crude estimate, the corresponding values A: = 0.220 and A: = 0.275 for 
poly(ethy1ene terephthalate) will be used. Assuming fc - 0.7 (as judged roughly 
from the X-ray photographs), fa - 0.5, indicating appreciable chain orientation 
in the amorphous regions. 

A = xfcA!2 + (1 - x>f& 
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Fig. 1. Wide angle X-ray patterns for PBT. (a) isotropic sample; (b) drawn (A = 3.3) sample. 
CuKa line is used in taking these pictures. Draw axis vertical. 

Low-Frequency Mechanical Measurement 

Since the mechanical properties are expected to depend on both crystallinity 
and orientation, we first discuss briefly the effect of crystallinity on the dynamic 
mechanical behavior. As shown in Figure 2(b), the temperature locations of the 
a and p relaxations are independent of crystallinity, but the heights of both peaks 
decrease with increasing crystallinity. The a relaxation is associated with 
large-scale chain motions in the amorphous regions, so it is natural to observe 
a decrease in peak height with increasing crystallinity. A similar feature ob- 
served for the /3 relaxation indicates that the limited motions of the glycol and 
carbonyl groups also occur at least partly in the amorphous regions. At  low 
temperature, Young’s modulus increases only by 30% as the crystallinity increases 
from 0.1 to 0.48, but since the sample with highest crystallinity has smaller drops 
at the two relaxations, its modulus at 90°C is much higher than the sample with 
x = 0.1. 

The influence of orientation on the dynamic torsional behavior of PBT is 
shown in Figure 3. It is seen that the (Y peak is slightly suppressed and is shifted 
to higher temperature after drawing. This arises from the reduction in molecular 
mobility in the amorphous regions as a result of chain orientation and the pres- 
ence of strained tie-molecules. The location of the /3 relaxation remains un- 
changed and its magnitude is slightly enhanced by drawing, indicating that the 
limited motions of the glycol and carbonyl groups are only slightly influenced 
by molecular orientation. 

At low temperature, the shear modulus G is little affected by orientation. As 
a result of the enhancement of the /3 process by drawing, G for the oriented 
sample becomes lower than that for the isotropic sample just above the ,f3 relax- 
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0 

Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of (a) Young's modulus E and (b) tan 6~ at 10 Hz for PBT at 
different crystallinities x. 

ation. However, the fall in G for oriented PBT at the a relaxation is smaller and 
occurs at  higher temperature, so that there is a crossover in the shear moduli in 
this region. 

As shown in Figure 4, the effect of orientation on the dynamic tensile behavior 
is quite similar. For the oriented sample, tan 611 > tan 6 1  for both the a and 0 
processes, i.e., the relaxation is stronger when the stress is applied along the draw 
direction. As a result, the anisotropy in Young's modulus, E ll/E 1, is about 2 
a t  low temperature, but it decreases to 1.1 a t  140OC. This feature can be un- 
derstood in terms of Takayanagi model,lg assuming that the crystalline and 
amorphous regions in the oriented sample are arranged in series along the draw 
axis and in parallel in the perpendicular direction. Then the large anisotropy 
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of (a) the shear modulus G and (b) tan 6c at  1 Hz for PBT 
Isotropic (0) and oriented (A = 3.3) (e) samples. 

at  low temperature arises from chain orientation in both crystalline and amor- 
phous regions. However, application of stress along the draw direction would 
give a large fall of modulus at the strong amorphous relaxation region (a process). 
In the perpendicular direction where the crystalline and amorphous regions are 
in parallel, the fall in modulus is smaller since the crystalline region still supports 
the applied stress. As a result, Ell - E I above the a relaxation. However, the 
presence of a small number of taut tie-molecules in the amorphous regions pre- 
vents Ell from falling below E l ,  as was observed for well-annealed samples of 
other polymers.lg 
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Temperature ‘C 

Temperature { O C  

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of (a) Young’s modulus E and (b) tan 6~ at 10 Hz for PBT (0 )  
measured along the draw direction; ( 0 )  measured perpendicular to the draw direction; (0) isotropic 
sample. 

It is interesting to note that at  the lowest temperature Ell has a value of 10.7 
GN-m-2. As -we shall see, ultrasonic measurements a t  -70°C also give similar 
value (see Fig. 7). This is slightly larger than the theoretical value20 of 10.1 
GN.m-2 for Young’s modulus along the chain axis of a PBT crystal in a-form 
and the observed value20 of 8.7 GN-m-2 obtained from the X-ray method. The 
X-ray determination of the crystal modulus is based on the assumption that the 
stress on the crystalline region is the same as the overall stress on the oriented 
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sample. This uniform stress assumption is normally not valid at  room tem- 
perature and would lead to too low a value.21 The theoretical value also seems 
somewhat low, and a more refined calculation is necessary to resolve this dis- 
crepancy. 

Ultrasonic Measurement 

The loss tangent corresponding to 2.5 MHz longitudinal elastic wave propa- 
gating normal to the draw axis is shown as a function of temperature in Figure 
5. As one would expect from the well-known time-temperature equivalence 
principle, both the CY and ,8 relaxations in the isotropic sample are shifted to 
higher temperatures, with the ,8 peak shifting by a larger factor. This leads to 
large overlapping of the two peaks so that the ,8 peak appears only as a shoulder 
on the low-temperature side of the CY peak. After drawing, the a peak is strongly 
suppressed because of the presence of taut tie-molecules in the amorphous re- 
gions; consequently, only a single broad composite peak is observed. 

The low-strain mechanical properties of an unaxially oriented polymer is 
completely characterized by five stiffness constants (711, (212, c13, C33, and C44, 
which can be determhed by an ultrasonic method previously described.ll The 
stiffness constants for both isotropic and oriented PBT are shown in Figure 6. 
The influence of temperature is different for different stiffness constants, with 
the shear moduli C44 and c 6 6  showing the strongest temperature dependence 
and Cl2 and C13 decreasing only slightly with increasing temperature. 

For the oriented sample at  low temperature, the longitudinal modulus along 
the draw axis (C33) is about twice that of the modulus (C11) in the transverse 
direction, whereas the shear modulus in planes containing the draw axis (C44) 
is 35% higher than the modulus in planes perpendicular to the draw axis, c66 [= 
l/~(C11- CI~)] .  These anisotropies arise from the fact that C33 and C44 involve 

Tempereture ( O C )  

Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of the ultrasonic loss factor tan 6 at  2.5 MHz for isotropic (0 )  
and oriented (A = 3.3) (0) PBT. For the oriented sample, ultrasonic waves propagate in the direction 
normal to the draw axis. 
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Tomperrtue t .C i 

Fig. Temperature dependence of the elastic moduli of oriented PBT (A = 3.3). ..mong the 
six moduli, only five of them are independent (Clz = C11- 2Cw). The elastic moduli of isotropic 
PBT, C11 and C a ,  are also shown (- - -). 

the deformation of the strong covalent bonds, which are now largely aligned along 
the draw axis. The anisotropy, however, decreases with increasing temperature 
and becomes nearly zero at 1 3 O O C .  The ultrasonic Young's moduli (Fig. 7) also 

Temperature t "G) 
Fig. 7. Temperature dependence of Young's moduli Eli, El for oriented PBT and Ei, for isotropic 

PBT, calculated from the measured Cij. 
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exhibit this feature, which has earlier been observed in low-frequency tensile 
measurements [Fig. 4(a)] and explained in terms of the Takayanagi model. 

Dielectric Measurement 

The dielectric constant and loss factor, E’ and E” of the “as-received” sample 
(x = 0.31) at  110 Hz, 10 KHz, and 1 MHz are shown as functions of temperature 
in Figure 8. The a and p peaks are again observed, and they shift upward in 
temperature as the frequency increases. Since the f l  relaxation shows a much 

W 

W 

a 

-120 -80 -40 0 80 120 

Temperature ( O C  I 

chi 

Temperrture I’c) 

Fig. 8. Temperature dependence of (a) the dielectric constant E‘ and (b) loss factor 6’’ for as-received 
PBT ( x  = 0.31) at  different frequencies. The dielectric loss factor t” at  110 Hz of an annealed sample 
( x  = 0.48) is also shown ( -  - -) in (b). 
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w 

Frequency iHzi  

Fig. 9. Frequency dependence of the dielectric loss factor E" at various temperature for as-received 
PBT in the a relaxation region. 

larger shift, there is considerable overlapping of the two peaks at  frequencies 
above 10 KHz. Figure 8 also shows the loss factor at 110 Hz for a sample of higher 
crystallinity (x = 0.48). Similar to mechanical relaxations, both the a and p 
peaks decrease in magnitude, but the peak positions remain unchanged. 

The overlapping of the two relaxations can also be observed in the plots of loss 
factor vs. frequency shown in Figure 9. A t  60°C, the a peak is located near 100 
Hz. As the temperature increases, the a peak shifts to higher frequency and 
overlaps with the ,8 peak. Consequently, we have not been able to determine 

Frequency I Hz I 

Fig. 10. Frequency dependence of the dielectric loss factor a t  various temperatures for as-received 
PBT in the /3 relaxation region. 
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Fig. 11. Temperature dependence of the dielectric loss factor e'' for oriented PBT at  110 Hz. (I) 
measured with electric field normal to the draw axis; (11) measured with electric field parallel to the 
draw axis. The loss factor t" of the as-received isotropic sample is shown ( -  - -) for comparison. 

the relaxation strength A6 for the a! process. The frequency plots of loss factor 
for the p relaxation are shown in Figure 10. The relaxation strength A€, obtained 
from Cole-Cole plots,22 is roughly independent of temperature between -1.5"C 
and -6OoC, and has an average value of 0.35. 

Figure 11 reveals that the effect of orientation on the a! relaxation is similar 
to the mechanical measurements (Figs. 3 and 4), i.e., the peak shifts up by about 
25°C and becomes much smaller in magnitude, once again demonstrating the 
restraint on micro-Brownian chain motions in the amorphous regions. In con- 
trast, the /3 peak remains at about the same temperature and is only slightly 
suppressed. 

A t  both relaxations, the loss factor ( 6 ; )  for the sample with draw direction 
normal to the applied electric field is larger than that for draw direction parallel 
to the field (~'i). This anisotropy is consistent with the preferential alignment 
of chain molecules along the draw direction.l2pZ3 Similar features can also be 
seen in the frequency plots of the dielectric loss (Figs. 12 and 13). However, 
because of the large reduction in the magnitude of the a relaxation and the strong 
overlap of the a and p processes, the cy peak shows up only as a plateau in the low 
frequency region (Fig. 12). On the other hand, the p relaxation is quite promi- 
nent. The relaxation strengths of the f i  process, AeL and Aq, determined from 
Cole-Cole plots, are roughly temperature-independent and equal 0.40 and 0.23, 
respectively. The difference in the relaxation strength reflects the overall chain 
orientation in the drawn sample and can, in principle, provide a quantitative 
measure of molecular o r i e n t a t i ~ n . ~ ~ , ~ ~  It is, unfortunately, not possible to cal- 
culate the orientation function from these data since the angle between the dipole 
moment and the chain axis is not known. 

Activation Energy 

Figures 14 and 15 show the plots of log f vs. 1/T for the relaxations in PBT, 
where T refers to the temperature of maximum loss in constant frequency ( f )  
experiments. For the a! relaxation, two different curves are obtained-one for 
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Fig. 12. Frequency dependence of E" for oriented PBT at 90°C, showing the anisotropy in the 

a relaxation region when the electric field is applied along (11) and perpendicular (I) to the draw 
direction. 

the isotropic sample and the other for the drawn sample. Since this relaxation 
is associated with the glass transition, the curves should in general follow the 
WLF relation.24 However, within the limited frequency range 0.1-300 KHz, 
the curves are roughly linear, giving activation energies of 67 and 110 kcal/mol 
for the isotropic and oriented samples, respectively. The oriented sample has 
much higher activation energy because of the constraint on micro-Brownian 
motions arising from chain orientation and the presence of taut tie-molecules. 
On the other hand, the ,6 relaxation is not much affected by orientation so that 
the activation energy for both samples is the same (13.1 kcal/mol). Since the 
a relaxation is associated with large scale motions of the chain backbones, 

w 

8.04 - -4O'C 

I I L 
10 100 l h  I0 h 100 h i n  

Frequency (Hz) 
Fig. 13. Frequency dependence of c" for oriented PBT at -40°C, showing the anisotropy in the 

B relaxation region. Legends are same as in Figure 12. 
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Fig. 14. Plots of log f vs. 1/T for the a relaxation of isotropic and oriented PBT. Dielectric (0 ,  
W, A) and dynamic tensile (0, 0, A) data; ( 0 , O )  isotropic; (A ,  A )  oriented 11; ( W ,  0) oriented 1. 
Dynamic torsional data: (+) isotropic; (X) oriented. 

whereas the 0 relaxation involves local motions of various chemical groups, it 
is reasonable that the activation energy of the a process is much higher than that 
of the 0 process. 

Thermal Expansivity 

On comparing the thermal expansivities of isotropic and oriented PBT in 
Figure 16, two interesting features are noteworthy. First, the glass transition 
temperature Tg for the oriented sample is higher by about 25OC, consistent with 
the results of mechanical and dielectric relaxation. Second, at  low temperature, 
the thermal expansivity along the draw axis (all) decreases drastically while the 
expansivity in the perpendicular direction (aL) increases only by 40%. This 
is in agreement with the results for other crystalline p o l y m e r ~ l ~ * ~ ~  and arises from 
chain orientation and the presence of taut tie-molecules connecting the crys- 
tallites along the draw direction. 

A t  -150°C, aI is eight times larger than all, but al/a1l decreases with in- 
creasing temperature and becomes about 2 just below Tg. Moreover, all shows 
a large jump a t  Tg comparable to that of isotropic PBT, while aI exhibits only 
a slightly faster rise. As a result, a11 - al above Tg, a behavior different from 
other crystalline polymers, which show anisotropy over the entire temperature 
range.13*25 

The Takayanagi model can also give a satisfactory explanation for the dif- 
ference in temperature dependence of all and aL. The crystalline and amor- 
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Fig. 15. Plot of log f vs. 1/T for the p relaxation of PBT. Legends are same as in Figure 14. 
phous regions are connected in series along the draw direction, so a11 = xa; + 
(1 - x>$, where a; and CY; are, respectively, the thermal expansivities of the 
crystalline and amorphous regions along the draw direction. a; is expected to 
be since the crystalline chains are mostly aligned. Therefore, a11 is 
dominated largely by a!, which is quite small at  -150OC owing to chain orien- 
tation in the amorphous region. However, a; has a large increase at  the subglass 
transition ( f l  relaxation) and an even larger one at  Tg,  since the number of 
strained tie-molecules is not large enough to prevent free volume expansion. On 
the other hand, the crystalline and amorphous regions are connected in parallel 
in the perpendicular direction so that the expansion of the amorphous region 
is constrained by the crystalline region, and, consequently, no large jump at  T ,  
is observed. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The process of drawing produces chain orientation in both the crystalline and 
amorphous regions and taut tie-molecules connecting the crystallites. This gives 
rise to considerable restriction on the large-scale chain motion associated with 
the a relaxation. On the other hand, the localized motions of the carbonyl and 
glycol groups a t  the f l  relaxation are not much affected. Young's modulus and 
thermal expansivity measurements indicate that the mechanical and thermal 
anisotropy of oriented PBT at low temperature are quite large, but they diminish 
with increasing temperature and become almost zero above the a relaxation. 
This feature can be explained by the Takayanagi model, with the assumption 
that the crystalline and amorphous regions are arranged in series along the draw 
axis and in parallel in the transverse direction. 
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Fig. 16. Temperature dependence of the linear thermal expansivities of PBT. T,' denotes the 
glass transition for isotropic PBT. 
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